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Page 1 of 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Last Here is all you need to learn about the universal unspoken rules of a bromance. If you consider yourself a man's husband, then you need to know the bridge code - a guideline for friendship etiquette to be followed by men. While most men out there know what that entails, there are a number of nuances this code has. To make sure you keep your
bromances alive and thriving, here are some guidelines for dos and don'ts of bridge code. Do: Be a good wingman The essence of the bridge code is always to have your friend's back – and that's especially important when there's a woman to impress. So your job is to be the best wingman in the history of wingmen. It means no telling a funnier story, no pointing out exaggerations
in his stories, and certainly no flirting with the girl he has his eye on. Your job is to talk your friend. And if you both like the same girl, the deal is simple – the man who has been without a date longer gets to talk to her first, while the others tones down his charming self. Don't: Set him up on a blind date A true friend doesn't send another down the rapids without a life jacket. So a
bridge doesn't create another bridge on a blind date. In all fairness, everyone likes to know what they get themselves into, especially when it comes to matters of heart. So while it is supposed to be a blind date, like a bridge, it is your duty to give your buddy the short - photo, name, job and likes. He needs to go on a date with an idea of what to expect so he doesn't bomb. Do: Let
him impress All bros are not created equal. Some are funny, some are hot and some are good at maths. Everyone has their own circles to impress, but what happens when the circles cross? Simple, if two bros have the same hilarious or shocking anecdote to share, the lesser-known one for the group gets to tell it. They need leverage in the group and have to claim their right to
belong there. Your job is to laugh at all the right intervals. The essence of bridge code is always to have your friend's back – and that's especially important when there's a woman to impress. (Picture: Thinkstock) Don't: Ditch him If you go somewhere together, you leave together - especially if you have means of transport. You can't drop a friend at another party or for the chance to
hook up with a woman. And you can't drop your friend if he's drunk. Part of the bridge code is to look out for a drunk friend [this applies to the girl code too]. Bro Code - Don't go out with his sister. Or Mom. - Don't go out with his ex. Yes, even with his permission. Help him move home. - Don't let him take a job he'll hate. - Be honest about his mistakes - it's for his own good in the
long run. But never tell him about it if you're struggling. - Tell him if he has food in his teeth or if he needs perfume. Download Economic Times News App for at få Daily Market Updates &amp; Live Business News. In popular culture, the Bro Code is a friendship etiquette to be followed among men or more specifically among members of the bridge subculture. The term was coined
and popularized by Barney Stinson, a character from the TV show How I Met Your Mother. Katherine Connor Martin, head of content creation at Oxford Dictionaries, recognized Stinson as the epitome of a certain iteration of the modern bridge. [1] The concept of Early references The concept of an unscreet rule that governs the relationship between male friends is present in
popular culture at least since 1991. In the Seinfeld episode The Stranded, which aired on November 27 that year, Jerry Seinfeld says the following monologue, in one of his stand-up bits: All plans between men are preliminary. If a man suddenly had an opportunity to pursue a woman, it's as if these two guys never met ever in life. It's the male code. And it doesn't matter how
important the schemes are...- Jerry Seinfeld, in Seinfeld, The Stranded[citation needed] Bros before chopping Bros before stuttering (that is, friends before women) is a familiar, slang expression about how men shouldn't abandon their male friends to pursue or engage in relationships with women. The term bros before hoes is often considered the golden rule of male friendship,
and it has been common slang at least since 2001. [2] It was used by The Office character Michael Scott in A Benihana Christmas, and was later popularized by Barney Stinson. The Bro Code AuthorBarney Stinsonwith Matt KuhnCountryUSALanguageEnglishSubjectInterpersonal relationshipsEtiquetteGenreHumorPublisherSimon &amp; SchusterPublication dateOctober 14,
2008Media typePrint (Paperback) e-Book Audio Book (CD)[3]Pages208[3] (Paperback)ISBN978-1-4391-1000-3Grease Of Go Inspired by the concept of Bro Code that they developed in their sitcom, How I Met Your Mother Creators Carter Bays and Craig Thomas, and one of the show's writers, Matt Kuhn, wrote a book titled The Bro Code. Published by Simon &amp; Schuster,
the book covers 150 rules written in articles about what bros should or shouldn't do. [4] The book was written by Barney Stinson and also credited with Kuhn, who also wrote the entries in Barney's blog mentioned in the series. The book was first shown in the episode Goat. [5] Greig Dymond from CBC.ca calls the book a tongue-in-cheek guide to etiquette for horn-dog dudes. [6]
At the end of each episode, a vanity card is used to show a random rule from the Bro Code, similar to what happens at the Chuck Lorre-produced shows. See also Bro (subculture) Bromance Gentlemen's agreement Man Laws What happens on tour, remains on tour Wingman (social) References ^ Martin, Katherine Connor (October 9, 2013). The increase in portman bridge.
Oxford Dictionaries. Filed from the original on May 9, 2015 Downloaded 5. ^ What does bros before stuttering mean? bros before stuttering Definition. Meaning of bros before stutters. OnlineSlangDictionary.com. Retrieved 2016-03-28. ^ 1.0 1.1 The Bro Code. Amazon.ca. Downloaded November 26, 2013. [permanent dead link] ^ Stinson, Barney; Kuhn, Matt (2008-10-14). The
bridge code. Simon & Schuster. ISBN 978-1-4391-1000-3. Downloaded November 26, 2013. ^ Ryan, Maureen (July 25, 2008). Now you can watch 'The Bro Code'. Chicago Tribune. Downloaded November 26, 2013. ^ Dymond, Greig (March 19, 2009). It's a guy thing. CBC News. Retrieved November 26, 2013. Sourced from in: Recurring elements, Barney's theories, Books,
Objects Comments Part Bro Code Author: Barney Stinson Illustrator: Barney Stinson Publication date: October 2008 Published by: Simon and Schuster ISBN: ISBN 978-1-4391-1000-3 The Bro Code is a set of rules, apparently started by Barney. A published version of the book, first shown in The Goat is now available in paperback and audiobook. The version was written by
Barney Stinson with Matt Kuhn. The audiobook is voiced by Neil Patrick Harris, the actor who portrays Barney Stinson. Story In 1776, Benjamin Franklin and George Washington had a drink in Philadelphia when Franklin accused Washington of codpiece block[ing] him. Washington noted that there was no rule against it, and Franklin insisted there should be. Barnabus Stinson
stepped in and offered to write this collection of rules when Washington and Franklin each said they were too busy. The first article mentioned referred to the avoidance of eye contact during a devil's threeway (which is simultaneously posted by Franklin and Washington). In The Broken Code Barney describes another origin story for Bro Code, which is where Broses establishes
Article 1 of Bro Code, Bros before ho's. He also declared that it was brought to the New World in 1776 by Christopher Bro-lumbus, which recited Article 62: A bridge that calls dibs first has dibs. Published version All the above articles are mentioned in the published version, although most have different numbers. The book contains 150 articles, a glossary, definition of a bridge,
history of the code, changes, violations, and approved penalties. Many of the articles in the published version relate to problems in other episodes. Articles in other episodes The following articles deal with issues mentioned in other episodes. Article 1 - Bros before ho's article 17 - The Chain of Screaming article 19 - A Bridge sister from Little Minnesota Article 22, 134 - Use of a
woman as a Bro or wingman as in Zip, Zip, Zip Article 29 - A Bridge will, in time, alarm bridge to the existence of a girl fight The Broken Code Article 31 – A bridge must always commit to fulfilling the actions of a double-dog dare. Article 34 - Bros can not make eye contact under a devil's three-way Article 39 - The Three Days Rule (four days here) Article 45 - Wearing jeans for a
strip club, mentioned in Best Prom Ever Article 53 – A bridge will, whenever possible, provide its bridge with protection The Broken Code Article 62 - A bridge that calls dibs first, has dibs from The Broken Code Article 78 – Rackjacking from Brunch Article 83 - Platinum Rule from Platinum Rule Article 87 – A Bridge must at any time say yes. The Broken Code article 86 - Hot/ Crazy
Scale from How I Met All Other Article 89 - (referred to article 87 above) also covers disguised as out-of-towners as in We're Not From Here Article 104 – The mother of a bridge is always off limits, unless she is a step-mom and she initiates it and/or is wearing one or more articles of leopard print clothing article 107 – No one leaves a bridge hanging in I Heart NJ also mentions
Relapse Five from Slapsgiving Also mentions Self Five from Slutty Pumpkin also mentions that there are also many famous wingmen such as Goose from Top Gun, Chewbacca from Star Wars, Robin from Batman, and David Hammack. Article 122 - Barney's Get Psyched Mix from The Limo Article 140 - Lemon Law from The Duel Article 159 - A Bridge always likes the new profile
picture of another bridge. Article 161 - Dating a Bro's EX: Sometimes, the girl you're looking at was previously dating a Bro. . So what do you do? The bridge code has a scale that puts everything in place. Your good friend and she dated to 0 - 6 months + he dumped her = you do not wait, go ahead and date her 0 - 6 months + she dumped him = wait for at least 6 months 6 - 12
months + he dumped her = wait for at least 6 months 6 - 12 months + she dumped him = wait for a year and ask for permission + 1 year + he dumped her = wait for a year + 1 year + she dumped him = wait for a year and ask for permissionSo you have waited for the time you were required, and now you need to ask permission. The best time to ask permission is when your friend
is involved in another relationship. If he has another girl on his hands, he won't care much about. If he doesn't have another girl, then there are a lot of things you will face. I'm sure he'll say it's okay and he's moved on from her. He's lying. I don't think a guy ever moves on from a girl. He will always have feelings for her. But don't expect your friend to talk to you in the next few
weeks. That's just the way things are going.... You have to choose between the girl and the bridge. I recommend bros, unless the girl is about an 8 higher on the 10-point scale. -Bridge CODE Change VII (the reader can write on the book) - A bridge should not have a strange moment with another bridge's fiancee. Recurring Elements Barney's Theories Books Objects
Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noticed.
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